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People are always faced with language choice when they communicate with 
other people. It is a usual thing when people use more than one language. Because of 
using two or more languages, sometimes they do code mixing in their 
communication. It is interesting for the writer to study about code mixing. In this 
study the writer analyzes what factors that influence the code mixing and which 
language is more dominant used by the Front Office Staff at Sheraton Surabaya Hotel 
and Towers. 
The study aims at revealing the use of code mixing by the Front Office Staff at 
Sheraton Surabaya Hotel and Towers. For the data collection, the writer give some 
questions in the questionnaire paper to them. The data were analyzed to know which 
languages in code mixing are mostly used by the Front Office Staff at the hotel and in 
what situation it occurs. 
In doing this study, the writer focus on descriptive explanation. The writer uses a 
sociolinguistics approach in analyzing the data. which means that the writer with the 
Social and The Language. The respondents of this s-rudy are the employees of 
Sheraton Surabaya Hotel and Towers which take in the Front Office Division. 
The research finds that from the respondents who do the code mixing when they 
make conversation with their Indonesian' s guests or among the Front Office 
department. The writer observes only spoken code mixing of Front Office at Sheraton 
Surabaya Hotel and Towers. The languages he observed were Bahasa Indonesia and 
English. 
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